Report

One day National level Webinar on “History of State Haryana and Telangana” was conducted on 25th July (Saturday) 2020 from 11:00 AM to 1:00 PM by Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat Club of Maharishi Markandeshwar Institute of Computer Technology & Business Management (Hotel Management), MMDU, Mullana-Ambala(Haryana) through JioMeet platform organized with MLR Institute of Technology, Telangana. The programme started with Saraswati Vandana Presented by Institute of Hotel management, Mullana after that all the guests and participants were welcomed by Ms. Rekha Kaushik (Associate Professor) and Mrs. Suman Rajput (EBSB Coordinator). After that Dr. Radhika Devi, Vice-Principal and Ms. Sreepavani. V (EBSB Coordinator) from MLR Institute of Technology, Telangana welcomed MMICT & BM (Hotel Management) Mullana. Then, presentations by the students gave awareness about the History of state of Haryana with power point presentations. Students of MMICT & BM (Hotel Management) explained very wonderfully the History and culture of Haryana with colorful slides. During the presentation by MLR Institute of Technology, Telangana, students explained the brief history starting from before independence and after independence of Telangana. This webinar was organized to promote the spirit of national integration through a deep and structured engagement between the paired states and to showcase the History and culture of either state to understand. The webinar ended with an interactive session between speakers and the participants. Around 30 participants joined the webinar via JioMeet app. Mrs. Suman Rajput (EBSB Coordinator) delivered vote of thanks at the end of this programme. After that the session was concluded with National Anthem.
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